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Implement Business Central and explore methods to upgrade to NAV 2018Key FeaturesLearn
the key roles of Dynamics NAV partner and the roles within your customer's organizationCreate
configuration packages and perform data migrationExplore Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business
Central to use Dynamics NAV 2018 functionalities in the CloudBook DescriptionMicrosoft
Dynamics Business Central is a full business solution suite and a complete ERP solution, which
contains a robust set of development tools; these tools can help you to gain control over your
business and can simplify supply chains, manufacturing, and operations. Implementing
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central On-Premise covers the latest features of Dynamics
Business Central and NAV from the end users' and developers' perspectives. It also provides an
insight into different tools available for implementation, whether it's a new installation or
migrating from the previous version of Dynamics NAV.This book will take you from an
introduction to Dynamics NAV 2018 through to exploring all the techniques related to
implementation and migration. You will also learn to expand functionalities within your existing
Microsoft Dynamics NAV installation, perform data analysis, and implement free third-party add-
ons to your existing installation. As you progress through the book, you will learn to work with
third-party add-on tools. In the concluding chapters, you will explore Dynamics 365 Business
Central, the new Cloud solution based on the Microsoft NAV platform, and techniques for using
Docker and Sandbox to develop applications.By the end of the book, you will have gained a
deep understanding of the key components for successful Dynamics NAV implementation for an
organization.What you will learnExplore new features introduced in Microsoft Dynamics NAV
2018Migrate to Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2018 from previous versionsLearn abstract techniques
for data analysis, reporting, and debuggingInstall, configure, and use additional tools for
business intelligence, document management, and reportingDiscover Dynamics 365 Business
Central and several other Microsoft servicesUtilize different tools to develop applications for
Business CentralWho this book is forImplementing Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
On-Premise is for Dynamics NAV partners and end users who want to know everything about
Dynamics NAV implementation. This book is for you if you want to be a project manager or get
involved with Dynamics NAV, but do not have the expertise to write code yourself. This book can
also help you to understand the need to move to Business Central and its advantages.Table of
ContentsExploring Dynamics NAV and MSDYN365BC - OverviewMicrosoft Dynamics NAV
2018 OverviewGeneral ConsiderationsImplementation Process - Partner's
PerspectiveImplementation Process - Customer's PerspectiveMigrating DataUpgrading to
Dynamics NAV and MSDYN365BCDevelopment ConsiderationsImplementing Functional
ChangesData Analysis and ReportingDebugging with Dynamics NAV and
MSDYN365BCPopular Reporting OptionsMicrosoft Dynamics 365 Business CentralWorking
and Developing with Docker and Sandboxes



From the Author"Book dedicated to my mother, my wife and my son"The sales proceeds will be
donated to charity, buy the book if you want to help me in this project to help poor
children. Thanks!From the Inside FlapFollow me Twitter @robstefaneLinkedin linkedin.com/in/
rstefanetti/GitHub github.com/rstefanettiMy Blog robertostefanettinavblog.comFrom the Back
CoverMicrosoft Dynamics 365 Business Central (On-premise and SaaS) is a full Business
Solution suite and a complete ERP solution with contains a set a robust development
tools.These tools can help you to gain control over your business, supply chain, manufaturing
and operations.The Book wil start with an introduction to Dynamics NAV 2018 and the explore
all the techniques related to implementation and data migration.By the end of the book,you will
have gained a deep undertanding of they components for succesfully Dynamics NAV and
Business Central implementation for an organization.About the AuthorRoberto Stefanetti is a
functional and technical consultant, who has worked on education and training for companies,
partners, and clients. He currently works on Microsoft systems, especially ERP and related
environments.He started working on Navision in 2004, both as a developer and as a functional
consultant, and he is now more involved in consulting and managing projects than in
development. He has been an MVP in business application since 2016 and a Microsoft
Education Influencer since 2017.Roberto's blog is one of the most widely read in the world (with
more than 1 million page visits). He has also published articles on many digital publications
(such as MSDynamicsWorld, NAVUG Magazine, and others) and reviewed a number of
books.Alex Chow has been working with Microsoft Dynamics NAV, formerly Navision, since
1999. His customers range from $2 million a year small enterprises to $500 million a year
multinational corporations. With a background in implementing all functions and modules inside
and outside of Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Alex has encountered and resolved the most practical
through to the most complex requirements and business rules. He founded AP Commerce, Inc.
in 2005, a full-service Dynamics NAV service center. Alex has also written the books Getting
Started with Dynamics NAV 2013 Application Development and Implementing Dynamics NAV,
Third Edition, both by Packt. He lives in southern California with his wife and two lovely
daughters.Read more
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central: Build customized business
applications with the latest tools in Dynamics 365 Business Central, 6th Edition Mastering
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central: Discover extension development best practices,
build advanced ERP integrations, and use DevOps tools Microsoft Dynamics 365 For Dummies
Automated Testing in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central: Efficiently automate test cases
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Operations Apps: Learn best practices, architecture, tools, techniques, and more, 2nd Edition
Dynamics 365 Business Central Development Quick Start Guide: Modern development
techniques for Dynamics 365 Business Central Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central / NAV
Tips & Tricks: A quick tips & tricks to solve functional requirements for Implementers &
Consultants. (MS. Dynamics 365 BC Tips & Tricks Book 1) Using Microsoft Dynamics 365 for
Finance and Operations: Learn and understand the functionality of Microsoft's enterprise
solution Workflow Automation with Microsoft Power Automate: Achieve digital transformation
through business automation with minimal coding Learn Microsoft PowerApps: Build customized
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geneva m mosurak, “on time delivery. On time is what I expected”

Graham Shaw, “Comprehensive Overview Implementing Microsoft Dynamics Nav. If you or your
company is planning on using or upgrading Microsoft Dynamics Nav most versions
towardsDynamics 365 you should definitely add this to your bookshelf.It is written in such a way
you can skim through and gather a lot of in-sight in just a few minutes.This is not a coders book it
is an implementation book the clue is in the title.I found I got my moneys worth in a few hours.”

Marek Thielemann, “Guter Begleiter bei der Implementierung. Umfangreiches Handbuch das
bei der Einführung von Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central unterstützt und danach als
Nachschlagewerk seine Dienste leistet. Die Entwicklung des MS-ERP-Systems schreitet jedoch
schnell voran. Doch wer einsteigt wird die Hilfe auf Papier schätzen lernen.”

RS, “Big ebook with a lot of information on NAV 2018 & Business Central. Big and nice ebook,
many topics covered about NAV 2018 and Business Central.Useful for implementation and
upgrade from previous versions, it is not a book based on development, some chapter is a bit
boring but the book overall is still interesting.”

The book by Roberto Stefanetti has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 11 people have provided feedback.
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